Internet Governance BAROMETER (JULY AND AUGUST 2015)

IG Barometer indicates the presence of specific IG issues in the public policy debate in comparison to the previous month

Cybersecurity

UN Group of Governmental Experts agreed on cybersecurity norms such as not attacking the critical infrastructure. The work on updating the Tallinn Manual has started.

China's draft cybersecurity law aims to maintain ‘cyberspace sovereignty’; work resumes on banking cyber security regulations.

Leaked documents revealed Hacking Team (Italy) sold surveillance software to European governments.

More breaches: Embargoed press releases stolen for insider-trading; ICANN’s website hacked; major 'dating site' hacked and data of millions of users has been published.

WSIS received 82 submissions from governments, civil society and business.

SCO Brics Summit’s Ufa Declaration refers to the need for ‘a universal regulatory binding instrument on combating the criminal use of ICTs under the UN auspices’.

China refers to ‘digital silk road’ during EU-China Summit in Brussels; Brazil and US have resumed cooperation on IG issues since NSA revelations; Italian Parliament announced Declaration of Internet Rights.


Global IG Architecture

IANA Stewardship Transition Coordination group (ICG) published interim final report; call for comments until 8 September.

Cross Community Working Group on Enhancing ICANN Accountability (CCWG-Accountability) published second draft proposal; call for comments until 12 September.

Controversy over proposed changes to domain names rules, which would see private details of owners of websites classified as commercial domains to be available to public.

ICANN CEO candidate criteria announced by search committee seeking replacement for Fadi Chehadé.

ICANN and New Domains
**Internet Governance BAROMETER (JULY AND AUGUST 2015)**

*IG Barometer indicates the presence of specific IG issues in the public policy debate in comparison to the previous month*

**Online Privacy & Data Protection**
- Google argues that Right to be Forgotten rule does not apply globally; Facebook criticises rule, while Russian Parliament and Colombia’s Constitution Court decide on the Right to be Forgotten rule.
- UN Human Rights Council Special Rapporteur on Privacy announced.
- French surveillance law criticised by UN, while Germany will impose controls on surveillance products exports.
- Corporate sector negotiates with Russia to postpone 1 September deadline that would require Russian citizens’ data to be stored in Russia. China’s draft cybersecurity law requires users’ data to be stored locally.

**Net Neutrality**
- On 30 June European Parliament and Council reached political agreement on roaming charges and net neutrality (controversy over granting providers freedom to offer specialised services on an ‘optimised’ basis); more developments expected in September and October.

**Jurisdiction**
- Belgian court hears Facebook ‘tracking’ case. Does court have jurisdiction? In Germany, regulator orders Facebook to allow pseudonyms. Also in Germany, plans for new ‘Bundescloud’ will require official data to be processed in Germany.
- Spain refers Uber case to ECJ: is Uber a ‘mere transport activity’ or ‘an electronic intermediation or information society service’?

**E-commerce**
- Google, with new parent company Alphabet Inc, has until 31 August to reply to anti-trust charges in EU.
- Is Bitcoin’s future in danger? The consensus-based cryptocurrency needs to grow, but change can only happen if everyone agrees to increase Bitcoin’s capacity.
- Australia set to join other countries treating digital currencies as money.

**Other: Internet intermediaries**
- European Court of Human Rights confirms Estonia courts’ decision which found news portal Delfi liable for offensive comments posted on its website.
- ICANN vocal about its responsibilities: ‘ICANN is not a global regulator of Internet content... if content is to be policed, the burden is on these institutions, and not ICANN, to undertake such regulation.’ - Chief Contract Compliance Officer
- In Argentina, reforms to National Anti-Discrimination Act could spur online censorship, as online platforms would be required to monitor and remove user comments which are ‘discriminatory’; Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission to meet Facebook, Google and Twitter to help curb ‘false’ content in the interest of public safety.
Major events in July & August

15 June-3 July: 29th regular session of the Human Rights Council
1-2 July: First WSIS preparatory meeting of Member States in New York, followed by informal interactive WSIS stakeholder consultation
6-9 July: 3rd Africa DNS Forum
6-10 July: ECOSOC High-level Segment and Annual Ministerial Review in New York
9-10 July: SCO BRICS summit in Ufa, Russia
17-18 July: ICANN CCWG Face-to-Face Meeting
19-24 July: IETF 93 meeting in Prague

GIP reports available! Visit www.giplatform.org/past-events
Cybersecurity

- UN Group of Governmental Experts agree on cybersecurity norms
- Work on updating the Tallinn Manual has started
- China’s draft cybersecurity law aims to maintain ‘cyberspace sovereignty’; work resumes on banking cyber security regulations
- Leaked documents revealed Hacking Team (Italy) sold surveillance software to European governments
- More breaches: Embargoed press releases stolen for insider-trading; ICANN’s website hacked; major ‘dating site’ hacked and data of millions of users has been published
Global IG architecture

• WSIS received 82 submissions from governments, civil society and business
• SCO Brics Summit’s Ufa Declaration refers to need for ‘a universal regulatory binding instrument on combating the criminal use of ICTs under the UN auspices’.
• China refers to ‘digital silk road’ during EU-China Summit in Brussels; Brazil and US have resumed cooperation on IG issues since NSA revelations; Italian Parliament announced Declaration of Internet Rights.
• UN establishes ‘Technology Facilitation Mechanism’ at Third International Conference on Financing For Development in Addis Ababa

IG Barometer:
IANA Transition

• NTIA confirmed plan to extend deadline till 30 Sept. 2016, and possibly beyond 2016

• IANA Stewardship Transition Coordination group (ICG) published interim final report; call for comments until 8 September

• Cross Community Working Group on Enhancing ICANN Accountability (CCWG-Accountability) published second draft proposal; call for comments until 12 September
ICANN & New Domains

• Controversy over proposed changes to domain names rules, which would see private details of owners of websites classified as commercial domains to be available to public

• ICANN CEO candidate criteria announced by search committee seeking replacement for Fadi Chehadé

ICANN CEO Fadi Chehadé. Source: ICANN [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Online Privacy & Data Protection

• Google argues that Right to be Forgotten rule does not apply globally; Facebook criticises rule, while Russian’s Parliament and Colombia’s Constitution Court decide on the Right to be Forgotten rule
• UN Human Rights Council Special Rapporteur on Privacy announced
• French surveillance law criticised by UN, while Germany will impose controls on surveillance products exports.
• Corporate sector negotiates with Russia to postpone 1 September deadline that would require Russian citizens’ data to be stored in Russia. China’s draft cybersecurity law requires users’ data to be stored locally.

IG Barometer:
Net Neutrality

- On 30 June European Parliament and Council reached political agreement on roaming charges and net neutrality (controversy over granting providers freedom to offer specialised services on an 'optimised' basis). More developments expected in September and October.
Jurisdiction

- Belgian court hears Facebook ‘tracking’ case. Does court have jurisdiction?
- In Germany, regulator orders Facebook to allow pseudonyms. Also in Germany, plans for new ‘Bundescloud’ will require official data to be processed in Germany
- Spain refers Uber case to ECJ: is Uber a ‘mere transport activity’ or ‘an electronic intermediation or information society service’?

IG Barometer:
E-commerce

- Google, with new parent company Alphabet Inc, has until 31 August to reply to anti-trust charges in EU
- Is Bitcoin’s future in danger? The consensus-based cryptocurrency needs to grow, but change can only happen if everyone agrees to increase Bitcoin’s capacity.
- Australia set to join other countries treating digital currencies as money.

IG Barometer:
Other: Internet intermediaries

- European Court of Human Rights confirms Estonia courts’ decision: Delfi liable for offensive comments posted on website
- ‘ICANN is not a global regulator of Internet content... If content is to be policed, the burden is on these institutions, and no ICANN, to undertake such regulation.’ - Chief Contract Compliance Officer
- Argentinian reforms to National Anti-Discrimination Act could spur online censorship; Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission to Meet Facebook, Google and Twitter to help curb ‘false’ content

IG Barometer: 🔼
Main events in September

1-3 September: 3rd AfICTA Summit - ICT: Lighting the way to Development and Prosperity Across Africa (Johannesburg, South Africa)
2-4 September: IGF 2015 Third Open Consultations and MAG meeting
2-5 September: African School on Internet Governance
9-10 Sept: Global Cyberspace Cooperation Summit VI (New York)
14 September – 2 October: UN Human Rights Council - 30th regular session
15 September: UNGA 70th session starts today
18-19 September IANA ICG Face-to-Face Meeting
25-27 September: United Nations Summit to adopt the post-2015 development agenda
27 September: Solutions Summit (New York)
28-29 September: European Cybersecurity Forum (Kraków, Poland)
30 September: NTIA IANA contract deadline extended till 30 September 2016
30 September – 2 October: 3rd Europol-INTERPOL Cybercrime Conference (The Hague)
Coming up...

28-29 August: Asia Cyber Diplomacy Workshop

14-19 September: Legal Instruments for the Internet Economy

Visit www.giplatform.org/events for links
Next steps…

Time for your questions & suggestions
Next steps…

Join us again: 29 September